Are you new to research at Duke?

Schedule a 1:1 Researcher Consultation... myRESEARCHHnavigators will help you find your way!
Our tailored consultations can help you initiate your research activities quickly and easily. We listen to your research interests and upcoming plans and point you in the right direction. Here’s a sampling of the topics we cover:

• Funding sources
• Publications, writing resources and your faculty profile
• Offices, processes, and resources you will need or encounter
• The specific people who help support you
• Finding collaborators
• Training: what’s required, plus other relevant opportunities
• Data storage, management, and computing
• Staying informed: newsletters, seminars, events
• Overview of electronic resources including myRESEARCHhome
• Getting around
• Anything else you’d like to discuss to make research easier for you

To schedule an consultation or to speak to a navigator:
myRESEARCHnavigators@duke.edu